GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS
Mr. Hausman w 2015-16 w Room 213 w (503) 431-5583 w chausman@ttsd.k12.or.us
Class web site: historyhaus.weebly.com

TOP SIX THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT THIS CLASS
1. Both semesters of this class are required for graduation. It is crucial that you make this class a priority & see me if you need help.
2. Students in this class will use iPads to do most tasks in the class. Each student will be assigned a specific iPad
that he or she will use in class all year. This does not mean students are allowed to check or use cellphones (or listen
to earbuds or headphones) for non-educational or personal uses during class time.
3. The class web site (historyhaus.weebly.com) contains many resources that students will use to complete
assignments and projects, and to study for tests - students should check the web site if they are absent or
are uncertain about what is due soon. Lesson materials and resources are posted as PDF documents, so that students can open
them on any device. At times, video lessons on YouTube may be linked from the web site.
4. I use a grading and learning management system called JupiterEd to report up-to-date, real-time details about performance
scores and assignments. As for Synergy, I post overall letter grade updates at progress report periods. So, if you want to be
updated about specific assignments and tests, I am sending home a sheet with temporary passwords for parents to create an account. It
is a simple process. One of the things I really like about JupiterEd is that, as a parent or student, you can set it up to notify you (via email
or text - your choice) under conditions that you specify (you can receive a weekly report, or just receive updates when a grade falls below
a certain level, etc.) In addition, I like that parents can select either English or Spanish as their preferred language for receiving messages.
It has been my experience that both of these features improve teacher-to-parent communication. In addition, JupiterEd is a rich LMS
(learning management system) that allows students to submit assignments for online grading and enables them to take unit quizzes on
the iPads.
5. This is a standards-based class that uses a grading model that has been designed to fit closely with the policies of other
departments at Tualatin High School. This means a few important things.
First, the academic grade is based on student performances that have been assessed using a feedback rubric (scoring guide).
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Second, instead of organizing the grade book by assignments, tests, projects, and so on, it is organized by the Oregon Social Studies
content standards and by Common Core reading and writing standards (the specific standards are listed on the back). The standardsbased grade book looks something like this in JupiterGrades (just an approximate Semester 1 example; not all of these standards may
actually end up in Semester 1):
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6. The grading scale percentages are diﬀerent than what you may be used to seeing. To a grading
program, a 3 out of 4 looks like 75%. If a student were to earn 3s for every score in Semester 1, they would
meet every standard. But their score would be reported as 75% and a C if I used a traditional grading scale
breakdown. However, by agreement with other standards-based teachers in Social Studies and Language Arts
at TuHS, a student who earns all 3s in Social Studies should receive a B, and not a C. For this reason, I will use
the altered grade scale seen to the right. It is important to note that this grade scale is not actually easier than a
traditional one. It is simply adjusted to fit with the standards-based approach, in a way that is fair to students.

